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ABSTRACT

In this paper, we propose an efficient compression algorithm for very low bit-rate video applications. The algorithm is based on (1) optical-flow motion estimation to achieve more accurate motion prediction fields; (2) DCT-coding of the motion vectors from the optical-flow estimation to further reduce the motion overheads; and (3) region adaptive threshold technique to match optical flow motion prediction and minimize the residual errors. Unlike the classic block-matching based discrete cosine transformation (DCT) video coding schemes in MPEG 1/2 and H.261/3, the proposed algorithm uses optical flow for motion compensation and the DCT is applied to the optical flow field instead of predictive errors. Thresholding techniques are used to treat different regions to complement optical flow technique and to efficiently code residual data. While maintaining comparable peak signal to noise ratio (PSNR) and computational complexity with that of ITU-T H.263/TMN5, the reconstructed video frames of the proposed coder are free of annoying blocking artifacts, and hence visually much more pleasant.

1. INTRODUCTION

The successful applications of ISO MPEG 1/2 and ITU-T H.261 [1][2][3][4][5] for video communications at relatively high bit-rates demonstrate that the block matching based motion compensation and DCT coding algorithm (BMDCT) works quite well at a bit-rate above 64 kbps for digital video coding [6][7][8]. However, it is well known that the block matching techniques have several serious drawbacks: unreliable motion fields in the sense of the true motion in the scene, block artifacts, and poor motion compensated prediction along moving edges [9]. At very low bit-rates (below 64 kbps), the block artifacts become severe and the quality of the reconstructed images are degraded considerably. It is especially true in facial video coding, because most of the facial expressions involve nonrigid motion. Considerable research efforts have been made on very low bit rate coding, which result in the current H.263/TMN5 [5]. Despite its good performance, H.263 still suffers from the blocking effects, an intrinsic problem of the block-matching motion prediction and block DCT implementation.

Many techniques have been proposed to overcome the drawbacks of block matching techniques, such as overlapped windows, variable block size motion prediction. In this paper, we present a new algorithm as an improvement of H.263/TMN5. The proposed algorithm utilizes optical flow (dense motion field) instead of block matching to overcome the drawbacks of the traditional block matching and to provide more accurate predictions. We use DCT to code the high correlated optical flow vectors to reduce the overhead information. Thresholding techniques are developed to preprocess the image and to code the residual data.

2. NEW ALGORITHM

An overall block diagram of the proposed algorithm is shown in Figure 1. After pre-processing, optical flow is estimated from frames of a video sequence. These optical-flow vectors are divided block by block with each block of 8 x 8. Those flow vectors which do not satisfy certain thresholds in the successive frame difference (SFD) are eliminated from coding. Those which pass the thresholds are then transformed into discrete cosine domain. The position information of these DCT coefficients are quantized, zig-zag scanned, and run-length coded followed by Huffman coding. The magnitudes of these DCT coefficients are Huffman coded. The predictive errors are thresholded first. They are then divided block by block in the same fashion. The
magnitude and position information of these non-zero residual data are treated in a similar way to that for the DCT coefficients of motion vectors.

2.1 Optical flow estimation

A preprocessing is to decide in which areas the optical flow vectors need to be calculated. To couple with H.263, the whole image is divided into blocks with the size of a block being 16 by 16. A measure of SFD of a block is defined as follows:

$$SFD_l = ||V_l(t) - V_l(t - 1)||,$$ (1)

where $l$ is the index of the block, $V_l(t)$ represents a vector formed in a certain manner with all the pixels within the block in the image $I(x, y, t)$, and $||.||$ means vector norm. The optical flow of block $l$ will not be calculated except that its $SFD_l$ is greater than a preset threshold $T_{SFD}$. Therefore $T_{SFD}$ is an adjustable parameter of the algorithm. In our experimental work, the $T_{SFD}$ is usually chosen such that only less than 25% blocks need optical flow determination. Concretely, we calculate $SFD_l$ for each possible $l$, then arrange them, say, in a descending order. The $T_{SFD}$ is chosen as a value that there are only less than 25% of SFD values in the sequence are larger than it. The reason to do so is that there is usually only small motion experienced during the time interval between two consecutive frames, and the change of brightness patterns mainly occurs around moving boundaries. For uniform or smooth regions in the image plane, there is no need to calculate flow vectors for video coding. In our experiments, this choice of $T_{SFD}$ can produce both satisfactory reconstructed image quality and required bit-rate. This preprocessing saves not only huge computation, but also huge side information.

2.2 DCT coding of the motion vectors with thresholding

AR model and DCT It is considered in general that the motion vectors are transmitted as side information in motion compensated video coding schemes. However, when the very low bit-rate video coding is dealt with, the amount of the motion vector data becomes comparable with and even more than that of the error data. Therefore the motion vector coding for very low bit-rate becomes more important than that in the case of high bit-rate. Obviously, to transmit all the flow vectors needs many more bits since even after the preprocessing the number of motion vectors is much more than that in the BMDCT technique. The bits used to encode the optical flow substantially affect the transmission bit-rate.

How to code optical flow vectors? Let us consider human facial expressions. It is noted that the motion
of any point in a face is not free or independent of its neighboring points, it is constrained by some muscles and skin. That is, the motion of a point correlates with that of its neighborhood very closely. It is well known that the DCT works very efficiently for highly correlated data. Hence, in the new algorithm we use the DCT to code optical flow vectors.

Using DCT to code optical flow vectors can also be justified from a theoretical analysis. That is, the probability density function (pdf) of the optical flow field associated with the Miss America sequence is verified to be very similar to that of the AR(1) model:

\[ f_n = \rho f_{n-1} + \nu_n \]

where \( \rho = 0.8 \) and \( \nu \) is a random variable, obeying Gaussian distribution with mean being 0 and variance 0.17.

**Thresholding** To further reduce motion vector data, we use thresholding technique at this stage as well. Most background of head-shoulder type of video frames such as in the Miss America and the Claire sequences is fixed. These regions need not to be transmitted in interframe coding. They can be copied from the previous frame to the current frame directly. To avoid complex segmentation and merging of these patches, the whole image is divided into fixed-size blocks (generally, 8 x 8 to cope with H.263). The mean and variance of the difference between estimated frame \( I_n \) and given frame \( I_{n+1} \), named \( SFD \) in Figure 1, for those blocks whose optical flow has been estimated, are calculated. To decide which block's optical flow vectors need to be coded and transmitted, two thresholds, \( T_1 \) and \( T_2 \), are set. If the mean of a block is less than \( T_1 \) and the variance is less than \( T_2 \), then this block is assumed to be a non-motion block, all its contents can be replaced by the corresponding block in the previous frame and nothing is to be coded and transmitted. On the other hand, if the mean of a block is greater than \( T_1 \) or its variance is greater than \( T_2 \), this block's motion vectors then need to be coded and transmitted. The DCT is applied to this 8x8 block. The coefficients of DCT are then quantized. And the positions of the nonzero coefficients are zig-zag scanned and run-length coded. Refer to [3] for details. The thresholds \( T_1 \) and \( T_2 \) can be viewed as adjustable parameters. Their selection will affect the quality of reconstructed frames and the bit-rate.

**2.3 Adaptive coding of the residual pictures**

Like all other motion compensated coding schemes, this algorithm also transmits error information. After we obtain the nonzero quantized DCT coefficients and their positions, we reorder these coefficients according to their positions, and the nontransmitted coefficients are replaced with zeros. Then the inverse DCT is applied to recover the motion vectors. Using these motion vectors together with bilinear interpolation, if necessary, we estimate the current frame from the previous one. The difference between the estimated and actual current frames thus gives the predictive error. Because the pixel-based motion vectors rather than block-based motion vectors are used, the predictive errors are much less than that obtained by the BMDCT. The less the predictive errors, the lower the correlation they have, and the less effective the DCT, if applied, will be. For this reason, we do not apply the DCT to the error information. Instead, we transmit the errors directly. In order to use the bit-rate more effectively, another threshold \( T_3 \) is set so that only the predictive errors which are greater than \( T_3 \) will be quantized and transmitted. From experiments, it is observed that the predictive errors, needed to be transmitted in order to achieve good quality of the reconstructed image, are not scattered sparsely. Most of them are concentrated in the regions near the eyes and mouth. Using the 8 x 8 blocks defined above for optical flow vectors, the positions of these errors are zig-zag scanned and run-length coded in the same way as used for the nonzero coefficients of the DCT of the optical flow vectors. It is noted that \( T_3 \) is the only parameter left after \( T_{SFD} \), \( T_1 \) and \( T_2 \) have been determined. Adjustment of this threshold \( T_3 \) may play a role to reach a desired compromise between the reconstructed frame and quality and bit-rate.

The values of both the quantized nonzero coefficients of the DCT of motion vectors and the quantized predictive errors, and the positions of these values are coded by variable length coding (Huffman codes) to further reduce the bit-rate.

**3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS**

In order to evaluate the performance of our new algorithm, we applied it to the Miss America sequence in the format of QCIF. The optical flow field is calculated with the modified Horn and Schunck algorithm[10]. The coefficients of DCT of motion vectors are quantized by 16 levels and the predictive errors are quantized by 32 levels. For 10 frames/s (30 frames/s, 2 frames are skipped for every 3 frames) interframe coding, the proposed algorithm achieves a bit-rate of 11 kbps and the PSNR of about 37.1 dB. Both are averaged for the first 36 frames of the sequence. These reconstructed frames are free of blocking artifacts. The 21st reconstructed frame is shown in Figure 2(b), the corresponding frame reconstructed with H.263/TM5 is shown in Figure 2(c), and the original 21st frame in Figure 2(a). It is obvious that prominent blocking effects can be observed in the reconstructed frame.
with H.263/TMN5. Similar results were achieved while working on the Claire Sequence.

4. CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSION

An efficient optical flow based motion compensation video coding scheme for very low bit-rate application is presented in this paper. The employment of the DCT to highly correlated optical flow motion vectors reduces data needed for motion vectors considerably. Adaptive thresholding techniques contribute to the coding efficiency of the algorithm as well. This algorithm enhances the reconstructed image quality significantly by eliminating the blocking artifacts resulted from block matching model. Experiments demonstrate that the proposed algorithm achieves superior performance than H.263 at very low bit-rate in terms of subjective evaluation. It can be widely used in various very low bit-rate applications such as video phone, teleconferencing, and wireless communication.
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Figure 2: Miss America